How Timeless Transformations Change All Interrelations

Omananda aka Torsten E. Klimmer in Auroville, 2017
Short biography of Omananda:
Omananda aka Torsten E. Klimmer grew up in East Germany from where he escaped
before the Berlin Wall fell. His recently published book Transcendental Journeys – A
Visionary Quest for Freedom begins with his escape and then goes through twenty-eight
years of his world travels.

Torsten lived in many countries. He was based more than a decade in San Francisco
where he created an art collective that VJ’d most Californian bay-area parties in the first
half of the two thousands. He also lived in London, Tokyo, Berlin, and Paris.
Omananda has performed at numerous events around the world. He has organized events,
theatrical shows, produced movies and books, live-performed visual live shows and done
workshops. He is a performance artist, producer, filmmaker and author, a spiritual being,
and a dancer!
The first Omananda multimedia presentation and live performance took place in Berlin in
the Club of The Visionaries in 1999. Back then, he VJ’d (video live-mixed) his travelvideos while also DJ’ing the sounds he had recorded. This created the feeling of traveling
for those who attended his live show. Since then, numerous visual Omananda shows have
taken place in transformational festivals around the world.
Omananda spent many winters in Mexico where he created voluntary activist movies that
helped an indigenous ethnic group known as the Huicholes, or Wixarika. These ancient
medicine people opposed the plans of multinational mining corporations and aimed to
protect a mountain sacred to them (El Chemado) from subterranean silver mining. This
mountain lies in the protected natural zone of Wirikuta. According to the Cosmo Vision
of the Huicholes, this is the place where the sun was born. The films that were made
helped to kick out the billion dollar Canadian mining company from Mexico and
ultimately protected this sacred area (at that time).
Torsten has spent some time with Native American people as well. He sat in teepees with
most presidents and chiefs of the Native American Churches (NAC) and interviewed
many of them on video. He also recorded their ritual prayers and singing. He understands

well that independent media and free speech can change the perspective of the general
public about certain basic rights we sometimes have to (non-violently) fight for, with the
tools we have available today. In East Germany, he actively worked against the
oppressive regime when he was (only) 18 years old! Media-activism has been on his
resume since 2002, when he published Liquid Crystal Vision, a film that was featured at
the United Nations Human Rights Film Festival. This art-documentary has a powerful
message that is still as valuable today as it was (far advanced and visionary) when it came
out. Learn more about this film here: (www.liquidcrystalvision.com)
One of his life’s missions is to help the process of the conscious awaking so that we can
ALL live in a more peaceful and harmonious world. Omananda has helped to establish
www.unify.org

Short description of: How Timeless Transformations Change All Interrelations
The presenter guides the audience through two hours of entertaining and informative
content during this visionary presentation and interactive, dynamic workshop that is an
interwoven combination of video clips, audio recordings, photographs, statistics, links,
text, and spoken word.
When actively collaborating with each other in the implementation process, while
expressing love and compassion for all sentient beings, we naturally amplify and
remember what we know in our hearts, on a daily basis.

How can the wisdom be integrated that people have gained from having had direct
contact with life force: during spontaneous illuminations, while practicing spiritual
methods, when dancing (with or without the use of psychedelics), or when pushing their
bodies to the limits? What insight has everyone gained? What essential messages have
been communicated and which patterns can we recognize? How can each person help to
manifest what is meant to be (done)? What do we all have in common?
What do we need to do as individuals, who have awoken to the truth of life, to empower
one another and ourselves so that, as active members of the growing Earth-tribe of
conscious people, we create the change we so very much require today on this planet?
Long Description (of the presentation):
Shamanic live chanting or playing didgeridoo (by Omananda) serves as a short
introduction. He then begins to bounce questions about what "Timeless Transformations"
means to the audience. Throughout the entire performance, the crowd is encouraged to
interact with the presenter and with each other. (3 Microphones are required, 1 Projector,
One Sound System, Preview monitor on front of stage). The author and presenter will pull
info spontaneously form a databank of recordings and images that plays in the
background. The presentation communicates on multidimensional levels.
Quotes from ancient scriptures of various mystical traditions reference an eternal truth
that has to be experienced to be fully understood. Most people have had close encounters
during non-ordinary states of consciousness, on psychedelics, or during NDEs for
example. Their preferences on life’s goals often changed after those. The presenter points
out that individual awakenings are very real and valuable and that according to
indigenous cultures, they can (and should) be safely induced as part of any curious
human being’s basic spiritual inquiry.
It makes a huge difference how someone relates to the world when growing up in a
family in an isolated setting somewhere in the West, or in a natural indigenous tribe
where people still live with a collective consciousness.
The global tribe of awakening people does often come into focus when repeatedly
tapping into super-conscious states: by dancing in transformational festivals, when
practicing meditation, doing yoga, and through various other means. One simply does not
feel separate any longer when the basic truth has been personally realized and likeminded people have been found who also know by heart (what is or is not real). The
growing international medicine tribe on this planet is vital to our collective evolutionary
process as a species.
Humbling and moving stories on how ritual prayer, with the consumption of peyote, kick
started the cultural revival of one of the biggest Native American tribes – the Lakota.
Worldwide indigenous populations hold the keys for a planetary and collective healing.

This valuable resource of information (they possess) can be the basis for human beings to
live in harmony with nature and each other (again). Omananda shares what he has gained
from contact with indigenous medicine cultures. Deep Native wisdom comes into focus
(shortly).
The success stories of certain Native American tribes that use the peyote could be
replicated and adapted for all humanity! When praying together as an Earth tribe with the
sacred approach of using psychedelic plants and fungi legally during shamanic rituals,
with the collective focus on healing, it becomes possible that human beings can cure each
other on profound physical, psychological, emotional, social, and collective levels. We
can tune into the natural frequencies and realize that we belong to something greater than
we ordinarily perceive and come back to our original design (geometry).
With the aim on global healing, mass awakening, harm reduction, legal access to
psychedelics, and the prevention of charlatan shamans creating havoc, a plan for the
worldwide legalization of psychedelic (master) plants in sacred ceremonies that has been
visualized by Omananda, which is brewing in collaboration with the United Nations with
the support of major indigenous (medicine) tribes, will be introduced!
We belong to this planet and not to the countries that claim to own and rule over us, as
taxpayers and consumer slaves. We have to free ourselves from that and protect our home
– the Earth! Our lives and those of millions of species depend on the well-being of our
planetary mother ship. She is cosmic, sacred property, and so are we! We have to reclaim
our authority as authentic human beings and earthlings! Together, we must take
responsibility for our actions as a collective species! Only when everyone is in (the
circle) are we strong enough to change the current (materialistic) paradigm. There is no
time to wait, or waste!
The emphasis of this presentation shifts towards integration. There we will see what
people can come up with. What messages have people received during this event? Which
is the next (active) step to achieve what goal?
How can our actions be guided by divine purpose when not in an artificially altered state
(by psychotropic drugs for example)? How can we begin to bring the wisdom we can
access on cosmic levels, and sometimes experience during shamanic states, back to our
everyday lives? How can we help each other to create a better world and continuously
remember the graceful solutions we have been born with, and consciously realize? How
can we stop hurting each other and take care of mother Earth?
The presenter won’t give immediate solutions to these crucial questions, but he will have
the audience contemplate them and come up with up-to-date suggestions! This practice
will also help to encourage the listeners to self-empower. It will show that each person
has it in them to step up, and begin living their full potential.
We are powerful co-creators of reality when we come together in unity, through LOVE,

and connect (for real) with each other. Everyone’s inner journey blends as an outward
expression of the changed worldviews that make perfect sense when we are firmly
grounded, on a daily basis, (in reality) and integrate what we have learned by journeying
in that mystical dimension!
Working towards a common goal, such as world peace and heaven on Earth, or becoming
a better human being, is an admirable and achievable outcome of any compassionate and
truly awake human.
A mention of www.unify.org suggests one network of activism with the Guinnes book’s
biggest synchronized world wide peaceful meditation that can bring unity on global
levels. Other networks and websites will also be listed so that direct action can be taken
by anyone present during this presentation/ workshop.
Q’s & A’s and a shamanic live-chant (or didgeridoo) by Omananda will conclude this
session.

Omananda dancing in Rajasthan (India), 1996

My teachers, credentials, certifications, years in practice, etc…
Traveling is the biggest teacher for me. I am a world traveler. I spend twelve years as part
of my saddhana (spiritual practice) – traveling non-stop. I continue to move since 1991.
Other profound masters are angelical (light) beings that initiated me into their school and
taught me. (I wrote about that in my book). Furthermore, I have worked with sacred
medicines in ritual prayer for personal and collective transformation since the nineties. I
have inspired thousands of people to look at themselves in deeper ways. I view life as my
teacher, and all I come in contact with are sacred to me, although I have a lot to learn!
I consider Jiddu Krishnamurti my first guru. He has triggered a profound change within
me. Sri Vast, who is one of my teachers, initiated me to the living enlightenment. I am
initiated to Shaivism by a well-known nagababa of the Juna Akara. I serve the goddess
and chant daily mantras to Lord Shiva. I am (Omananda is) his devotee. I practice Yoga
daily and art is a healing meditation. I am an instrument of divine purpose and an
embodiment of Great Spirit. This life's lesson is to learn compassion.
I practice Bhakti, play didgeridoo, and shamanic drumming is a big teacher for me. I love
to sing, but silence is the highest truth, so I enjoy living in isolation-retreats in nature and
in peace roughly 50% of the time.
I am blessed with beautiful people surrounding me and I am so grateful for that. My wish
is to be part of a community of people living in nature, harmoniously and happy. Before
the Earth cannot be that, I tirelessly dedicate my life towards this vision that is high and
grand, but I don’t think too idealistic. I believe we cannot limit our ability for dreaming
and must do our best we can to make that dream come tru. I try … and where I fail, I try
again and again.
LOVE is the ultimate … teacher.

